99 coleman pop up camper

Make Coleman. Model Bayside. Front storage box. Sleeps 6. King size beds on both ends. Three
burner stove, refrigerator, furnace all tested and working. Canvas is new, Mattresses are new,
curtains are new. Tires are good. Spare tire included. Trailer lights work. For towing a 2 in. Firm,
cash only, no trades. Call or text for more details or to view the camper in person. This trailer Is
loaded with Heat, AC, propane grill, outside shower, microwave, sink, and extended front
storage. This trailer was purchased at auction so I'm not sure if everything works since I do not
have the connecter to plug in the volts that it needs. Trailer does have some damaged due to
mice. There are multiple holes in the canopy that will need to be patched along with one in the
seat cushion and mattress. Trailer does not come with battery or propane tank. This trailer has
been detailed and ready to be enjoyed. Sleeps 6 comfortably. Pleanty of storage inside and out.
Perfect starter camper for a young family! Brazoria, TX. Berkeley Lake, GA. Midland, TX.
Midland, MI. Hereford, AZ. Rancho Cordova, CA. Green Bay, WI. Alert Successfully Created.
Save search. Year Make Coleman Model Bayside. Category - Length - Posted Over 1 Month.
Year - Make - Model -. Make Coleman 2. State Michigan 1 New Jersey 1 Wisconsin 1. ZIP Code.
Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Fleetwood
trailer built By Coleman Model: Mesa Pop-up Camper Dimensions closed : 7' wide X 14'8" long
Dimensions open : 9' wide X 22' long Front storage box is full width of camper Plus lots of
interior storage cabinets Smoke-free camper!! Purchased used two years ago from private
seller. Used both summers with no problems. Has thermostat for heat, separate thermostat for
air conditioner, two pull out beds one full and one queen , and one table which folds down for
third bed. Buyer responsible for pick-up or shipping. Make Fleetwood. Model Coleman Niagara.
Make Coleman. Model Grand Tour Mesa. Water heater, heater 2 stove one outside one inside
roof needs work TLC Good clean camper been in dry storage. This unit would make for a great
match with a first time camper on a budget. This trailer does need some slight repairs for a
small leak in the front storage area. With minimal damage and a low price this Coleman will sell
fast, Come out today before its gone! Coleman Fleetwood, Sea-Pine model Nothing ever broken,
torn or replaced except brand new tires and new jack. Plenty of storage and comes with
memory foam topper for the king size bed bed is in great condition, my husband just has a back
problem and pop-cover to protect from the outdoors sun and wind. Camper is perfect for a
small family, couple, or just someone wanted to step it up from tent camping or downsize from
something larger! Camper was used for a family of 5 with usually people for long periods of
time. Washed inside and out every time camper was put up and down, upholstery also in great
condition - no tears or stains. Only reason getting rid of camper is because our family is
growing and we are looking for something bigger now. Tent portion appears to be in good
condition; showing some wear. Interior is clean with no unpleasant odors of any kind. Counter
tops appear to be in good condition. Vinyl flooring appears to be in good condition. Cushions
all appear to be in good condition. TIRES: see tire information above. Come by and take a look
at the camper! I'll have an "Open House.. Email me for location and appt. Located in Homestead
near Exit 2 off the Turnpike. The camper has been kept in my garage since Prior to that, , the
camper was stored under an aluminum awning. It is is great condition. It does not need any type
of maintenance. The lift motor was recently serviced and lubed appropriately. It was found in
excellent working order by the technicians. The camper sleeps 6. Pop-up Gizmos Solar Bed
Covers Two level stands The camper is light weight and can be pulled by a large amount of
vehicles. The base weight is 1, lbs. It is about 13 feet in length, closed. Tongue tip to spare tire
and about 17 feet fully opened. I am selling the camper because I am moving up to a travel
trailer by years end. In the market for a nicely kept Bounder Class A? You have found it right
here! Incredibly Only 81k original miles! That's right, plus it's been well cared for. Real pride of
ownership is what we see with this classic. Tons of storage both inside and out. Has the Chevy
motor for plenty of power. Runs and drives very nice. The living space is roomy enough for a
booth dinette and a sofa-sleeper. Fully self contained you have everything you need for that get
away and at a price you'll really love! Won't Last At This Price We'll check the specifications of
your vehicle on the spot. Just want to sell your RV? We pay top dollar for clean RVs! We are
located E. Main St. Mesa AZ. We also offer excellent warranty and service agreements at very
affordable rates. We look forward to serving you and making your RV purchase fun and hassle
free. Just want to browse around? With Courtesy and Respect. Visit us sstautorv. Brazoria, TX.
Billings, MT. Clyde, NC. Bend, OR. Cross Lake, MN. Scottsdale, AZ. Bemidji, MN. Alert
Successfully Created. Save search. Year - Make - Model -. Category - Length - Posted Over 1
Month. Make Fleetwood 3 Coleman 1. Category Beta Pop Up Campers 3. ZIP Code. Year minYear
Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Make Fleetwood. Model
Coleman. This Coleman by Fleetwood camper is in good condition. Any canvas and screen
have holes have all been patched and water-proofed. There is a propane gas hookup for the
stove, and electrical plug for internal camper lights. Old style ice box for chilled items. Capable

of sleeping up to 6 people. Brand new crank components installed last year. Light enough to be
towed with a car or a truck. Make Coleman. This pop up is ready to go camping. The canvas,
plastic and screens are all in good shape. Lots of storage inside. Tows well and the air
conditioning is in good working order. Includes a king-size bed and a full size bed, plus the
table makes a twin size bed. It will sleep 5 people comfortably. Model Stony Creek. There is a
large L shaped bench seating area with a big table and another seating area on the left. This
table folds down into a sleeping area. To the immediate left there is a long bench with
underneath storage and opposite of the bench is the kitchen area. There is a sink, three burner
stove, lots of counter space and a mini fridge in this space. To the far left is a large bed with a
curtain to provide privacy. To the far right past the living area is a matching large bed with
another curtain to close it off from the main living space. This pop-up RV has lots of living
space and plenty of room for everyone to sleep comfortably. Air conditioning, V electric, stove,
sink and new tires. Garage kept and only used 1 - 2 times each year, great condition. No holes in
screens or canvas. Coleman provides top quality products that are built to last. Owners manual
is available and all maintenance has been kept up. Queen, full and a small bed where the table
goes provides sleeping for 6. Never used more than 3 days in a row and with kids leaving for
college I simply no longer need this fantastic family vehicle. This is perfect for the family that
wants to move up from sleeping on the ground at an entry level price. Model Chesepeake. Model
Destiny Stony Creek. Well maintained. Electric lift added. Bearings serviced. New awning bag.
Missing in one pic but is on the trailer. New LED tail lights. Includes 2 air queen air mattresses.
Note, the trailer does have hail damage, but it is purely cosmetic. A previous owner did not
service the air conditioner seal which let water into the camper. All this damage was repaired
and looks good as new. More pics on request. Model Coleman Camping Trailers Royale. Model
Grand Tour Sun Valley. Inside sink with pump faucet. Heater, air conditioner and refrigerator.
Two covered propane tanks. Full awning and screen room. Roof rack with storage. Fully
furnished with bedding pillows, sheets. This camper has been an absolute joy for our family and
we are looking for the right buyer to take care of our home away from home. The outside might
show a little wear and tear, but the inside is in great shape. Please dont be disrespectful with
your offer. This camper has been a part of our family and we wont let it go to just anyone. Model
Westlake. Sorry I have been saying this was a model but found out it is actually a model.
Located about 30 miles south of Austin or between Lockhart and Bastrop. Would be great for
Spring Break, Temp housing, deer lease or long driving vacation. We bought this Pop-up trailer
almost two years ago and took it on several family trips and all the way up the west coast to
Oregon. It goes down the road good with no problems or issues. Tires are both about two years
old with less than 6K miles on them. It has two large pull out bed areas and a sofa and table
area that can be made into a sleeping area. This trailer can sleep people. It has a a working
propane stove, working sink, inside shower and untested toilet and has numerous storage
areas. It has a little refrigerator but it does not work. It has a hot water heater that appears to
work. Problem is the water storage tank has a small crack at the inlet fitting and leaks and the
water pump runs but does not pump water. Have not spent much time trying to trouble-shoot or
repair. The Pop-up's top had rotted and dry vinyl coating. It was coming off in huge chunks so
we removed it all and painted the top with a thick water proof mobile-home type coating.
Without the vinyl cover the top is somewhat warped and curved and could use some work or
bracing to straighten but still strong and solid. This is common problem with these campers
and some people coat the tops with Rhino or truck bed liner material. However it works fine and
the manual lift mechanisms works fine. Inside the roof is fine and works okay but sometimes in
hard rain there is a slight drip coming from the roof mounted AC system. The roof AC works
and blows good in fan mode but it does not get cold. When we bought it there was no AC unit
roof cover. It was too ugly that way so I got one for it - but it is the wrong size and slightly too
small. It needs the correct type cover - but this one has been getting us by for now. All trailer
lighting exterior and interior was working fine until recently. Right now nothing works but I am
trying to see if there is a loose wire or tripped breaker or blown fuse somewhere. Trailer has
electric brakes but we never tried using them. Some moron cut off the round trailer connector
and changed it to a common 4 terminal connector. Outside the trailer there is a good battery for
lighting and a good propane cylinder and fair spare tire. Trailer takes a 2" ball. Camper has a
clear Texas title. Plate expired in May. The canvass has some tears and holes and needs repairs
in several areas. Most of it is good and solid and not dry rotted. Interior needs some little fixes
here and there and to be restored or repaired. Trailer frame is excellent and flooring is solid with
no rot. Over all this is a good solid trailer. Once the lights are working again - you could take it
out right now and go on a trip and camp out. Sure, it needs some work and repairs but its a
great deal for the price. Located in Dale Texas Balance due within 7 days. Once paid for you can
have up to 30 days to pick it up. Berkeley Lake, GA. Aptos, CA. El Lago, TX. Lakewood, WA.
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Front storage box. Sleeps 6. King size beds on both ends. Three burner stove, refrigerator,
furnace all tested and working. Canvas is new, Mattresses are new, curtains are new. Tires are
good. Spare tire included. Trailer lights work. For towing a 2 in. Firm, cash only, no trades. Call
or text for more details or to view the camper in person. Fleetwood trailer built By Coleman
Model: Mesa Pop-up Camper Dimensions closed : 7' wide X 14'8" long Dimensions open : 9'
wide X 22' long Front storage box is full width of camper Plus lots of interior storage cabinets
Smoke-free camper!! Model Westlake. Sorry I have been saying this was a model but found out
it is actually a model. Located about 30 miles south of Austin or between Lockhart and Bastrop.
Would be great for Spring Break, Temp housing, deer lease or long driving vacation. We bought
this Pop-up trailer almost two years ago and took it on several family trips and all the way up
the west coast to Oregon. It goes down the road good with no problems or issues. Tires are
both about two years old with less than 6K miles on them. It has two large pull out bed areas
and a sofa and table area that can be made into a sleeping area. This trailer can sleep people. It
has a a working propane stove, working sink, inside shower and untested toilet and has
numerous storage areas. It has a little refrigerator but it does not work. It has a hot water heater
that appears to work. Problem is the water storage tank has a small crack at the inlet fitting and
leaks and the water pump runs but does not pump water. Have not spent much time trying to
trouble-shoot or repair. The Pop-up's top had rotted and dry vinyl coating. It was coming off in
huge chunks so we removed it all and painted the top with a thick water proof mobile-home type
coating. Without the vinyl cover the top is somewhat warped and curved and could use some
work or bracing to straighten but still strong and solid. This is common problem with these
campers and some people coat the tops with Rhino or truck bed liner material. However it works
fine and the manual lift mechanisms works fine. Inside the roof is fine and works okay but
sometimes in hard rain there is a slight drip coming from the roof mounted AC system. The roof
AC works and blows good in fan mode but it does not get cold. When we bought it there was no
AC unit roof cover. It was too ugly that way so I got one for it - but it is the wrong size and
slightly too small. It needs the correct type cover - but this one has been getting us by for now.
All trailer lighting exterior and interior was working fine until recently. Right now nothing works
but I am trying to see if there is a loose wire or tripped breaker or blown fuse somewhere. Trailer
has electric brakes but we never tried using them. Some moron cut off the round trailer
connector and changed it to a common 4 terminal connector. Outside the trailer there is a good
battery for lighting and a good propane cylinder and fair spare tire. Trailer takes a 2" ball.
Camper has a clear Texas title. Plate expired in May. The canvass has some tears and holes and
needs repairs in several areas. Most of it is good and solid and not dry rotted. Interior needs
some little fixes here and there and to be restored or repaired. Trailer frame is excellent and
flooring is solid with no rot. Over all this is a good solid trailer. Once the lights are working
again - you could take it out right now and go on a trip and camp out. Sure, it needs some work
and repairs but its a great deal for the price. Located in Dale Texas Balance due within 7 days.
Once paid for you can have up to 30 days to pick it up. This trailer Is loaded with Heat, AC,
propane grill, outside shower, microwave, sink, and extended front storage. This trailer was
purchased at auction so I'm not sure if everything works since I do not have the connecter to
plug in the volts that it needs. Trailer does have some damaged due to mice. There are multiple
holes in the canopy that will need to be patched along with one in the seat cushion and
mattress. Trailer does not come with battery or propane tank. This trailer has been detailed and
ready to be enjoyed. Has front storage compartment, full bottle of propane, outdoor 2 burner
stove and outside shower. Also comes with awning and screen room. Also comes with 2 extra
rims with old tires, and spare tire mounted on camper. Canvas is in very good condition, no rips
or tears to that or the screens. There are a couple of very small areas that have silicone on
them, and one seam on the slide out has about 3 inches of stitching that just came loose last
weekend. Purchased used two years ago from private seller. Used both summers with no
problems. Has thermostat for heat, separate thermostat for air conditioner, two pull out beds
one full and one queen , and one table which folds down for third bed. Buyer responsible for
pick-up or shipping. Are you ready to upgrade to a roomier camper with plenty of storage
space? This Coleman sleeps 6 to 8 adults comfortably on two King size beds; one full size bed
and an additional 8 foot long couch. Model Santee. What a great deal. All of the tenting and one
of the King-size mattresses were replaced last year, so it's like a BRAND NEW camper from the
hard shell up, including the new memory foam mattress. The camper has two King size beds

and the pull-out dinette folds down to an additional twin b
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2014 ford focus radio wiring diagram
2012 nissan sentra mass air flow sensor
ed, so you can actually sleep 8 people. It has a pull-out dinette, with seating for 6, an internal
and external shower, a bathroom Actually, we've never used the bathroom. It has been stored
inside all but one year and has been well-cared for. It comes complete with room for amazing
family memories of wonderful camping trips!! Model Destiny Taos. Model Grand Tour Utah. This
camper looks like new always stored inside, air conditioner, heat, fridge, stove, toilet, outside
shower with hot water heater, dinette slideout, and screen in porch, sleeps La Quinta, CA.
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